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Deriving ‘the minimum’ from ‘equivalence’.

1. The unexpected flavor of ‘sufficiency’

• Reciprocal equatives (henceforth, REs) express mutual equivalence
– English equally, German gleich, Mandarin ýıyàng
– in sharp contrast with English as. . . as

(1) B̆ıĕr
Bill

hé
and

Yuēhàn
John

ýıyàng
equally

gāo.
tall

‘Bill and John are equally tall.’
(2) B̆ıĕr

Bill
hé
and

Yūehàn
John

ýıyàng
equally

gāo.
tall

#Sh̀ısh́ıshàng,
in.fact

tā
he

b̆ı
comp

Yūehàn
John

hái
even

gāo
taller

lit. ‘Bill and John are equally tall. #In fact, he is even taller.’
(3) Bill is as tall as John; in fact, he is even taller.

• In Mandarin, however, a RE may be interpreted as an English as. . . as when embedded
under a goal-oriented modal.
– Call this at-least-equal-to interpretation.

(4) Scenario: Our basketball team is seeking another shooting guard. The height of
the candidate chosen must be no less than that of John, the current shooting guard
in the team, and is preferably greater than that. For Bill, one of the applicants, to
be at least considered, . . .

B̆ıĕr
Bill

b̀ıxū
have-to

hé Yuēhàn
and John

ýıyàng
equally

gāo.
tall

• The at-least-equal-to interpretation is limited to goal-oriented modality.
– not seen with epistemic modality (5) or deontic modality (6)

(5) Scenario: You are not quite sure about Bill’s height; seeing him standing with John
in a picture, you utter . . . :

B̆ıĕr
Bill

ýıd̀ıng
have-to

hé
and

Yuēhàn
John

ýıyàng
equally

gāo
tall

(#and he might be even taller)

(6) Given the community’s regulation . . .
n̆ı-dė
2sg-poss

fángzi
house

b̀ıxū
have-to

hé
and

q́ıtā
other

y̆ıjing
already

gài-hăo
build-done

dė
rel

ýıyàng
equally

gāo
tall

‘Your house and others that are already built have to be equally tall. ’

• Word order matters.

(7) the same scenario in (4). . .
#B̆ıĕr hé Yuēhàn

Bill and John
b̀ıxū
have-to

ýıyàng
equally

gāo.
tall

• Questions to address:
– What could possibly cause the at-least-equal-to interpetation of a RE embedded in

goal-oriented modality?
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– Why does word order matter?

• The key lies in the semantics of goal-oriented modality and sufficiency modal construc-
tion.
– (4) may be seen as an instance of sufficiency modal constructions.
– The at-least-equal-to interpretation is an instance of minimal sufficiency inference.
– von Fintel and Iatridou (2007) on (8); Krasikova (2008, 2010) on (9)

(8) You only have to go to North End (to get good cheese).
(9) John is taller than he has to (in order to become a model).

(more-than-minimum interpretation)

• Ingredients of the account:
– A RE (e.g., (1)) expressing ‘=’ (see Schwarz (2007) for a compositional account)
– exhaustification-based account of sufficiency modal constructions (von Fintel and

Iatridou 2007; Krasikova 2008; Beck 2010; Dotlačil and Nouwen 2016)
– Focus association and only
– pre-ordered alternatives ��

(10) λw′. J B & J and equally tallKw′=λw′. Heightw′(B)=Heightw′(J)

2. Sufficiency modal constructions and exhaustification

• minimal sufficiency inferences:

(8) You only have to go to North End (to get good cheese).
 You can get good cheese in North End.
 You don’t have to go anywhere further than North End to get good cheese.

• von Fintel and Iatridou (2007):
– only, or the combination of negation and an exceptive marker, plays an important

role in the rise of a minimal sufficiency inference.

• Krasikova (2008):
– Modals that give rise to a more-than-minimum interpretation are those that occur in

a sufficiency modal construction.
– exh, the covert counterpart of only, is postulated.

(11) scenario: John was to take care of the alarm while his friends were robbing a
bank. John was only instructed not to switch on the alarm before 1 a.m. so that
his friends could complete their robbery task.

John switched on the alarm later than he had to / was required/#should
(12) To get good cheese,

you only have to go to the North End.
#you (only) should (only) go to the North End.

• Stripping off the (complicated) morpho-syntactic details,
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(13) J exh/only − have-to− C pKw is defined iff p∈C;
if defined, J exh/only − have-to− C pKw=1 iff:
∀w′∈accw: ∃q∈C[q�SC,cp and q(w′)], and ¬∀w′∈accw: ∃q∈C[q≺SC,cp and q(w′)]

(14) q≺SC,cp iff C is the set of alternatives including p and q and q precedes p w.r.t.
the ordering S determined by the context c

• minimal effort for good cheese:

(15) a. LF: [ [ exh-have-to ]-C [ you go to North End ] ]
b. ∀w′∈accw: ∃q∈C[q�SC [λw′′. you go to North end in w′′] and q(w′)] ∧

¬∀w′∈accw: ∃q∈C[q≺SC [λw′′. you go to North end in w′′] and q(w′)]
(16) a. C:={[λw′. you go to x in w′]: x=North End (NE), x=Janskerkhof (JA),

x=Twijnstraat (TW), or x=Haarlemmerstraat (HA)}
b. (i) HA≺remotenessJA≺remotenessTW≺remotenessNE

(ii) [λw′. you go to x (to get good cheese) in w′]≺SC,c [λw′. you go to y (to
get good cheese) in w′] iff x is more remote than y in w

(17) a. In all worlds where you get good cheese, you go to some place as close as
North End, and not in all worlds in which you get good cheese do you go any
place further than North End.
 You can go to North End to get good cheese.
 You don’t have to go anywhere further than North End to get good cheese.

b.
w1 w2 w3 w4
JA NE TW HA

3. at-least-equal-to from an embedded RE

• Syntactic assumptions:
– The second coordinate (e.g., J in (4)) is in focus.

(4) For Bill to be at least considered, B̆ıĕr
Bill

b̀ıxū
have-to

hé Yuēhàn
and John

ýıyàng
equally

gāo.
tall

(18) a. Surface syntax of (4): [ Bill1 [ have-to [ [ t1 and JohnF equally tall ]]]]
b. LF of (4): [ exh-have-to]-C [ B and J F equally tall]

• Putting the pieces together:

(19) J (4) Kw=1 iff:
∀w′∈accw[∃q[q∈C ∧ q�SC [λw′′. heightw′′(B)=heightw′′(J)] ∧ q(w′)]] and
¬∀w′∈accw[∃q[q∈C ∧ q≺SC [λw′′. heightw′′(B)=heightw′′(J)] ∧ q(w′)]]

(20) alternatives in comparison=:{J, Yao Ming, M. Jordan, C. Brian }
C:={[λw. heightw(B)=heightw(x)]: x=J or x=YM or x=MJ or x=CB }

(21) for any two individuals x and y,
[λw′. heightw′(B)=heightw′(x)]≺SC,c [[λw′. heightw′(B)=heightw′(y)] iff
heightw(x)>heightw(y)

(22) a. In all worlds where Bill is at least considered, his height at least reaches J’s,
and
not in all worlds in which he is at least considered is his height is greater than
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J’s.
 B is to be at least considered if his height reaches J’s.
 It is not necessary for his height to exceed J’s for the purpose of being
condiered. .

b.
w1 w2 w3 w4
J YM CB MJ

• the word order effect:
– The second coordinate needs to be in focus so that the alternative set essential for

the rise of the at-least-equal-to interpretation may be constructed.
– The lack of this interpretation in (7) may be attributed to the failure to associate the

second coordinate in focus.

(7) the same scenario in (4). . .
#B̆ıĕr hé Yuēhàn

Bill and John
b̀ıxū
have-to

ýıyàng
equally

gāo.
tall

• Focus association with only is rightward and cannot be leftward (Jackendoff 1972, a.o.).
– Having only associated with the low copy of a constituent that moves to its left cannot

work (Erlewine 2014).

(23) *[John]F will only [vP JohnF give his daughter a bicycle ].
(24) *[ [Bill and [John]F] [ exh-have-to-C [ [ [Bill and [John]F] equally tall ]]]]

• Few words on the syntax of Mandarin nominal coordination:
– Nevertheless, a general constraint on focus association, like the one above, suffices.

(25) a. Zhāngsān
Zhangsan

hé
and

L̆ıs̀ı
Lisi

zúotiān
yesterday

qù
go-to

táibĕi
Taipei

b. Zhāngsān
Zhangsan

zúot̄ıan
yesterday

hé
and

L̆ıśı
Lisi

qú
go-to

táibĕi.
Taipei

(26) Paris (2008)
a. (25a): [ Z and L] yesterday [vP [Z and L] go to Taipei ] (∼=English and)
b. (25b): Z yesterday [vP Z [and L] [ go-to Taipei]] (∼= English with)

(27) Zhang (2010)
a. (25a): [ Z and L] yesterday [vP [Z and L] go to Taipei ]
b. (25b): Z yesterday [vP [ Z and L] go to Taipei ]

• The above account on the word order issue predicts the following contrast.

(28) the same scenario in (4). . . ,
For Bill, one of the applicants, to be at least considered,
a. #he and John have to be equally tall.
b. his height has to be equal to John’s.
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4. Concluding remarks

• So far an exhaustification-based account for sufficiency modal constructions captures the
at-least-equal-to interpretation from a RE embedded in a goal-oriented modal context.

• Such an interpretation arises because exhaustification works on a set of alternatives that
are pre-ordered contextually.

• Nevertheless, outside the sufficiency modal construction. . .
– The at-least-equal-to interpretation arises when a RE is embedded under a predicate

of desire, but not under a predicate of belief.

(29) Context: Bill and John are in the same class. Bill’s mom and John’s mom are
discussing how their kids are doing in school. After checking their reports in the
exam, Bill’s mom sees that her son’s performance is quite below her expectation.
Being worried and wishing her son could do better, Bill’s mom says to John’s
mom, whose son did quite well in the exam and scored far better than Bill, . . .

wŏ
I

zhēn
really

x̄ıwàng
wish

B̆ıĕr
Bill

kăo-dė
score-res

hé
and

Yūehàn
John

ýıyàng
equally

gāo.
high.

Zhèyàng
this.way

wŏ
I

j̀ıu
then

búb̀ı
neg.have-to

dānx̄ın
worry

wŏ
my

ĕrzi
son

j̀ın-bù-l̆ıao
enter-neg-able

hăo
good

dàxúe
university

lit. ‘I really wish Bill’s score were equal to John’s. This way I would not have
to worry that he would not be able to get into good universities.’

(30) B̆ıĕr-dė
Bill-poss

māmȧ
mother

x̄ıwàng
wish

B̆ıĕr
Bill

kăo-dė
score-res

hé
and

Yūehàn
John

ýıyàng
equally

gāo.
high

(31) Yūehàn-dė
John-poss

māmȧ
mother

rènwéi
think

Yūehàn
John

kăo-dė
score-res

hé
and

B̆ıĕr
Bill

ýıyàng
equally

gāo.
high

(false in (29))

• Does this suggest that goal-oriented modals and predicate of desires share something in
common?
– If so, how does the account above reflect this?
– Will another account for sufficiency modal constructions, namely Krasikova (2010),

which shares the very same spirit of Villalta’s (2008) semantics of predicates of desire,
fare better?
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